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Tangle of Need
The “unparalleled romantic adventure”* of Nalini Singh’s New York Times bestselling series continues as a new dawn begins
for the Psy-Changeling world… A staggering transformation has put the Psy, humans, and changelings at a crossroads. The
Trinity Accord promises a new era of cooperation between disparate races and groups. It is a beacon of hope held together
by many hands: old enemies, new allies, wary loners. But a century of distrust and suspicion can’t be so easily forgotten,
and it threatens to shatter Trinity from within at any moment. As rival members vie for dominance, chaos and evil gather in
the shadows and a kidnapped woman’s cry for help washes up in San Francisco, while the Consortium turns its murderous
gaze toward a child who is the embodiment of change, of love, of piercing hope: a child who is both Psy…and changeling.
To find the lost and protect the vulnerable—and to save Trinity—no one can stand alone. This is a time of loyalty across
divisions, of bonds woven into the heart and the soul, of heroes known and unknown standing back to back and holding the
line. But is an allegiance of honor even possible with traitors lurking in their midst? *Publishers Weekly on Shards of Hope
From the Hardcover edition.

Shield of Winter
Bring these four authors together and it's sure to ignite a spark Angela Knight pairs a vampire warrior and his seductive
captor in a battle against demonic predators. Nalini Singh returns to the world of her Psy-Changeling series as a woman in
lethal danger finds an unlikely protector-and lover. Virginia Kantra continues the haunting tales of the Children of the Sea in
her story of a wounded soldier rescued by an enigmatic young woman. Meljean Brook launches a bold new steampunk
series about a woman who strikes a provocative-and terrifying-bargain for freedom.
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Branded by Fire
Taylor is all out of options. After years of raising her beloved maternal half brother, her abusive stepfather suddenly
demands custody just so he can have an heir. She tells her story to her former boss, Jackson, and he makes a startling
proposal: that he and Taylor should get married as soon as possible and apply for custody of her brother. It's true that with
the successful, world-famous film producer on her side, her stepfather wouldn’t be able to stand in her way?but why the
offer? They were never more than boss and secretary. But Jackson soon explains it to her: "I want you to have my baby
within the year."

Mine to Possess
Three distant races of supernatural beings sharing very different goals must fight their emotions and true natures when
their uneasy coexistence starts to erode.

Slave to Sensation
As an Arrow, an elite soldier in the Psy Council ranks, Judd Lauren was forced to do terrible things in the name of his people.
Now a defector, his dark abilities have made him the most deadly of assassins - cold, pitiless, unfeeling. Until he meets
Brenna Brenna Shane Kincaid was an innocent before she was abducted - and had her mind violated - by a serial killer. Her
sense of evil runs so deep, she fears she could become a killer herself. Then the first dead body is found, victim of a familiar
madness. Judd is her only hope, yet her sensual changeling side rebels against the inhuman chill of his personality, even as
desire explodes between them. Shocking and raw, their passion is a danger that threatens not only their hearts, but their
very lives

AWAKEN TO PLEASURE
This book examines the deep roots of racism in the mental health system. Suman Fernando weaves the histories of racial
discourse and clinical practice into a narrative of power, knowledge, and black suffering in an ostensibly progressive and
scientifically grounded system. Drawing on a lifetime of experience as a practicing psychiatrist, he examines how the
system has shifted in response to new forms of racism which have emerged since the 1960s, highlighting the widespread
pathologization of black people, the impact of Islamophobia on clinical practice after 9/11, and various struggles to reform.
Engaging and accessible, this book makes a compelling case for the entrenchment of racism across all aspects of
psychiatry and clinical psychology, and calls for a paradigm shift in both theory and practice.
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Nalini Singh: The Psy-Changeling Series
Though DarkRiver sentinel Mercy is feeling the pressure to mate, she savagely resists when Riley Kincaid, a lieutenant from
the SnowDancer pack, tries to possess her. The problem is not simply that he pushes her buttons; the problem is that he's a
wolf, she's a cat, and they're both used to being on top. But when a brilliant changeling researcher is kidnapped from
DarkRiver territory, Mercy and Riley must work together to track the young man - before his shadowy captors decide he's
no longer useful. Along the way, the two dominants may find that submitting to one another uncovers not just a deadly
conspiracy, but a passion so raw that it'll leave them both branded by fire

The Truth about Trust
Discover the exhilarating risks of passion in the breathtaking new Psy-Changeling novel by Nalini Singh, the New York Times
bestselling “alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist)… Adria, wolf changeling and resilient soldier, has made a
break with the past—one as unpredictable in love as it was in war. Now comes a new territory, and a devastating new
complication: Riaz, a SnowDancer lieutenant already sworn to a desperate woman who belongs to another. For Riaz, the
primal attraction he feels for Adria is a staggering betrayal. For Adria, his dangerous lone-wolf appeal is beyond sexual. It
consumes her. It terrifies her. It threatens to undermine everything she has built of her new life. But fighting their wild
compulsion toward one another proves a losing battle. Their coming together is an inferno…and a melding of two wounded
souls who promise each other no commitment, no ties, no bonds. Only pleasure. Too late, they realize that they have more
to lose than they ever imagined. Drawn into a cataclysmic Psy war that may alter the fate of the world itself, they must
make a decision that might just break them both.

Wild Invitation
Once upon a time…the Blood Sorcerer vanquished the kingdom of Elden. To save their children, the queen scattered them
to safety and the king filled them with vengeance. Only a magical timepiece connects the four royal heirs…and time is
running out.… As the dark Lord who condemns souls to damnation in the Abyss, Micah is nothing but a feared monster
wrapped in impenetrable black armor. He has no idea he is the last heir of Elden, its last hope. Only one woman knows—the
daughter of his enemy. Liliana is nothing like her father, the Blood Sorcerer who'd cursed Micah. She sees past Micah's
armor to the prince inside. A prince whose sinful touch she craves. But first she has to brave his dark, dangerous lair and
help him remember. Because they only have till midnight to save Elden.

Silver Silence
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Nalini Singh pulls away another dark layer of sheer desire, revealing passions unknown, in her latest novel about the world
of the Psy. A ghost returns from a leopard changeling's past, making him question everything - even his base animal
instincts Clay Bennett is a powerful DarkRiver sentinel, but he grew up in the slums with his human mother, never knowing
his changeling father. As a young boy without the bonds of Pack, he tried to stifle his animal nature. He failed and
committed the most extreme act of violence, killing a man and losing his best friend, Talin, in the bloody aftermath.
Everything good in him died the day he was told that she, too, was dead. Talin McKade barely survived a childhood
drenched in bloodshed and terror. Now a new nightmare is stalking her life - the street children she works to protect are
disappearing and turning up dead. Determined to keep them safe, she unlocks the darkest secret in her heart, and steels
herself to ask the help of the strongest man she knows Clay lost Talin once. He will not let her go again, his hunger to
possess her is a clawing need born of the leopard within. As they race to save the innocent, Clay and Talin must face the
violent truths of their past, or risk losing everything that ever mattered to them.

Human Autonomy in Cross-Cultural Context
Humans manifest an acute awareness of the passage of time and capacity for mental time travel, i.e., the ability to
mentally place oneself in the past or future, as well as in counterfactual or hypothetical situations. The ability to perceive,
estimate, and keep track of time involves multiple forms of representation (temporal concepts and frames of reference) and
sensory modalities. Temporal cognition plays a critical role in various forms of memory (e.g., autobiographical memory,
episodic memory, prospective memory), future-oriented thinking (foresight, planning), self-concepts, and autonoetic
consciousness. This Research Topic addresses the myriad ways that temporal cognition impacts human behavior, how it
develops, its clinical relevance, and the extent to which aspects of temporal cognition are uniquely human. Papers in this
Research Topic focus on the following: 1) Low-level perceptual mechanisms that track durations, intervals, and other
temporal features of stimuli. 2) Inter-relatedness of temporal reasoning and language development. 3) Temporal cognition
in children with autism. 4) Cross-domain mappings between space and time across visual and auditory modalities. 5)
Assessing mental time travel as a uniquely human capacity. 6) Implications of individual differences in temporal processing
for health and well-being.

Psychology and Gender Dysphoria
Used to cold silence, Faith NightStar is suddenly being tormented by dark visions of blood and murder. A bad sign for
anyone, but worse for Faith, an F-Psy with the highly sought-after ability to predict the future. Then the visions show her
something even more dangerous - aching need, exquisite pleasure. But so powerful is her sight, so fragile the state of her
mind, that the very emotions she yearns to embrace could be the end of her. Changeling Vaughn D'Angelo can take either
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man or jaguar form, but it is his animal side that is overwhelmingly drawn to Faith. The jaguar's instinct is to claim this
woman it finds so utterly fascinating and the man has no argument. But while Vaughn craves sensation and hungers to
pleasure Faith in every way, desire is a danger that could snap the last threads of her sanity. And there are Psy who need
Faith's sight for their own purposes. They must keep her silenced - and keep her from Vaughn

Caressed by Ice
The first ten PSY-CHANGELING books, collected into one bundle Contains ten fantastic novels: SLAVE TO SENSATION,
VISIONS OF HEAT, CARESSED BY ICE, MINE TO POSSESS, HOSTAGE TO PLEASURE, BRANDED BY FIRE, BLAZE OF MEMORY,
BONDS OF JUSTICE, PLAY OF PASSION and KISS OF SNOW

Wolf Rain
Separated from her son and forced to create a neural implant that will mean the effective enslavement of her psychically
gifted race, Ashaya Aleine is the perfect Psy: cool, calm, emotionless at least on the surface. Inside, she's fighting a
desperate battle to save her son and escape the vicious cold of the PsyNet. Yet when escape comes, it leads not to safety,
but to the lethal danger of a sniper's embrace. DarkRiver sniper Dorian Christensen lost his sister to a Psy killer. Though he
lacks the changeling ability to shift into animal form, his leopard lives within. And that leopard's rage at the brutal loss is a
clawing darkness that hungers for vengeance. Falling for a Psy has never been on Dorian's agenda. But charged with
protecting Ashaya and her son, he discovers that passion has a way of changing the rules

Cherish Hard
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh kicks off her new Hard Play contemporary romance series with a sizzling
story that'll leave you smiling Sailor Bishop has only one goal for his future - to create a successful landscaping business. No
distractions allowed. Then he comes face-to-face and lips-to-lips with a woman who blushes like an innocent and kisses like
pure sin. Ísa Rain craves a man who will cherish her, aches to create a loving family of her own. Trading steamy kisses with
a hot gardener in a parking lot? Not the way to true love. Then a deal with the devil (aka her CEO-mother) makes Ísa a
corporate VP for the summer. Her main task? Working closely with a certain hot gardener. And Sailor Bishop has wickedness
on his mind. As Ísa starts to fall for a man who makes her want to throttle and pounce on him at the same time, she knows
she has to choose - play it safe and steady, or risk all her dreams and hope Sailor doesn't destroy her heart.

Wild Embrace
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Max Shannon is a good cop, one of the best in New York Enforcement. Born with a natural shield that protects him against
Psy mental invasions, he knows he has little chance of advancement within the Psy-dominated power structure. The last
case he expects to be assigned is that of a murderer targeting a Psy Councilor's closest advisors. And the last woman he
expects to compel him in the most sensual of ways is a Psy on the verge of a catastrophic mental fracture Sophia Russo is a
Justice-Psy, cursed with the ability to retrieve memories from men and women so twisted even veteran cops keep their
distance. Appointed as Max's liaison with the Psy, she finds herself fascinated by this human, her frozen heart threatening
to thaw with forbidden emotion. But, her mind filled with other people's nightmares, other people's evil, she's standing on
the border between sanity and a silken darkness that urges her to take justice into her own hands, to become judge, jury
and executioner

Hostage to Pleasure
Whisper of Sin
This volume presents the reader with a stimulating tapestry of essays exploring the nature of personal autonomy, selfdetermination, and agency, and their role in human optimal functioning at multiple levels of analysis from personal to
societal and cross-cultural. The starting point for these explorations is self-determination theory, an integrated theory of
human motivation and healthy development which has been under development for more than three decades (Deci & Ryan,
2000). As the contributions will make clear, psychological autonomy is a concept that forms the bridge between the
dependence of human behavior on biological and socio-cultural determinants on the one side, and people’s ability to be
free, reflective, and transforming agents who can challenge these dependencies, on the other. The authors within this
volume share a vision that human autonomy is a fundamental pre-condition for both individuals and groups to thrive, and
that without understanding the nature and mechanisms of autonomous agency vital social and human problems cannot be
satisfactory addressed. This multidisciplinary team of researchers will collectively explore the nature of personal autonomy,
considering its developmental origins, its expression within relationships, its importance within groups and organizational
functioning, and its role in promoting to the democratic and economic development of societies. The book is aimed toward
developmental, social, personality, and cross-cultural psychologists, towards researchers and practitioners’ in the areas of
education, health and medicine, social work and, economics, and also towards all interested in creating a more sustainable
and just world society through promoting individual freedom and agency. This volume will provide a theoretical and
conceptual account of the nature and psychological mechanisms of personal motivational autonomy and human agency;
rich multidisciplinary empirical evidence supporting the claims and propositions about the nature of human autonomy and
capacities for self-regulation; explanations of how and why different psychological and socio-cultural conditions may play a
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role in promoting or undermining people’s autonomous motivation and well-being, discussions of how the promotion of
human autonomy can positively influence environmental protection, democracy promotion and economic prosperity.

Temporal Cognition: Its Development, Neurocognitive Basis, Relationships to Other Cognitive
Domains, and Uniquely Human Aspects
Psychiatry and psychology have a long and highly debated history in relation to gender. In particular, they have attracted
criticism for policing the boundaries of ‘normal’ gender expression through gender identity diagnoses, such as transvestism,
transsexualism, gender identity disorder and gender dysphoria. Drawing on discursive psychology, this book traces the
historical development of psychiatric constructions of ‘normal’ and ‘abnormal’ gender expression. It contextualizes the
recent reconstruction of gender in the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) and
its criteria for gender dysphoria. This latest diagnosis illustrates the continued disagreement and debate within the
profession surrounding gender identity as ‘disordered’. It also provides an opportunity to reflect on the conflicted history
between feminist and transgender communities in the changing context of a more trans-positive feminism, and the
implications of these diagnoses for these distinct but linked communities. Psychology and Gender Dysphoria examines
debates and controversies surrounding psychiatric diagnoses and theories related to gender and gender nonconformity by
exploring recent research, examples of collaborative perspectives, and existing feminist and trans texts. As such, the book
is relevant for postgraduate and postdoctoral researchers of gender, feminism, and critical psychology as well as historical
issues within psychiatry.

Wild Roses
Nalini Singh, the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author who has been praised as the “alpha author of
paranormal romance” (Booklist) returns with a collection of five novels in her Psy-Changeling series—available together for
the first time. Tangle of Need Adria, wolf changeling and resilient soldier, has made a break with the past—one as
unpredictable in love as it was in war. Now comes a new territory, and a devastating new complication: Riaz, a SnowDancer
lieutenant with dangerous lone-wolf appeal. Their coming together is an inferno, and, too late, they realize that they have
way more to lose than they ever imagined. Heart of Obsidian A dangerous, volatile rebel, hands stained bloodred. A woman
whose very existence has been erased. A love story so dark, it may shatter the world itself. A deadly price that must be
paid. The day of reckoning is here Shield of Winter Assassin. Soldier. Arrow. That is who Vasic is, who he will always be. Ivy
should have run from him, from his eyes of winter frost. But Ivy has never done what she should. Now she’ll fight for her
people, and for this Arrow who stands as her living shield. But as the world turns to screaming crimson, even Ivy’s fierce will
may not be enough to save Vasic from the cold darkness Shards of Hope Awakening wounded in a darkened cell, their
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psychic abilities blocked, Aden and Zaira know they must escape. But when the lethal soldiers break free from their
mysterious prison, they find themselves in a harsh, inhospitable landscape far from civilization. Their only hope for survival
is to make it to the hidden home of a predatory changeling pack that doesn’t welcome outsiders Allegiance of Honor A
staggering transformation has put the Psy, humans, and changelings at a crossroads. The Trinity Accord promises a new
era of cooperation between disparate races and groups. But a century of distrust and suspicion can’t be so easily forgotten,
and it threatens to shatter Trinity from within at any moment. To find the lost and protect the vulnerable—and to save
Trinity—no one can stand alone. But is an allegiance of honor even possible with traitors lurking in their midst?

Shards of Hope
Two novels in one volume include Changeling, in which the wizard Mor, after defeating Det Morson and destroying his
castle, finds Det's infant son Pol amidst the ruins, and Madwand, in which Pol, son of Lord Det and a powerful sorcerer, must
learn how to control his powers before he can take the throne. Original.

Blaze of Memory
Passion and reason collide with explosive force in the newest installment of Nalini Singh's 'mesmerizing' Psy-Changeling
series. As a conflict with Pure Psy looms on the horizon, two powerful wolves fight a far more intimate war of their own In
his position as tracker for the SnowDancer pack, it's up to Drew Kincaid to rein in rogue changelings who have lost control
of their animal halves - even if it means killing those who have gone too far. But nothing in his life has prepared him for the
battle he must now wage to win the heart of a woman who makes his body ignite and who threatens to enslave his wolf.
Lieutenant Indigo Riviere doesn't easily allow skin privileges, especially of the sensual kind - and the last person she
expects to find herself craving is the most wickedly playful male in the den. Everything she knows tells her to pull back
before the flames burn them both to ash but she hasn't counted on Drew's will. Now, two of SnowDancer's most stubborn
wolves find themselves playing a hot, sexy game even as lethal danger stalks the very place they call home

Archangel's Shadows
Dorian: A changeling who can never shift lives a life of quiet frustration--until he learns how to let his leopard come out and
play

Changeling
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NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED AN ALL-NEW GUILD HUNTER NOVEL Return to New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh’s
sensual and painfully beautiful Guild Hunter world in her new novel of sacrifice, loyalty, and the choices of love that can
shatter the heart. In the wake of a brutal war, the archangel Raphael and his hunter consort, Elena, are dealing with the
treacherously shifting tides of archangelic politics and the people of a battered but not broken city. The last thing their city
needs is more death, especially a death that bears the eerie signature of an insane enemy archangel who cannot—should
not—be walking the streets. This hunt must be undertaken with stealth and without alerting their people. It must be
handled by those who can become shadows themselves… Ash is a gifted tracker and a woman cursed with the ability to
sense the secrets of anyone she touches. But there’s one man she knows all too well without a single instant of skin
contact: Janvier, the dangerously sexy Cajun vampire who has fascinated and infuriated her for years. Now, as they track
down a merciless killer, their cat-and-mouse game of flirtation and provocation has turned into a profound one of the heart.
And this time, it is Ash’s secret, dark and terrible, that threatens to destroy them both.

Play of Passion
In a world that denies emotions, where the ruling Psy punish any sign of desire, Sascha Duncan must conceal the feelings
that brand her as flawed. To reveal them would be to sentence herself to the horror of 'rehabilitation' - the complete
psychic erasure of her personality Both human and animal, Lucas Hunter is a Changeling hungry for the very sensations the
Psy disdain. After centuries of uneasy co-existence, these two races are now on the verge of war over the brutal murder of
several Changeling women. Lucas is determined to find the Psy killer who butchered his packmate, and Sascha is his ticket
into their closely guarded society. But he soon discovers that this ice-cold Psy is very capable of passion - and that the
animal in him is fascinated by her. Caught between their conflicting worlds, Lucas and Sascha must remain bound to their
identities - or sacrifice everything for a taste of darkest temptation

Kiss of Snow
Imprisoned, with their psychic abilities blocked, Aden and Zaira must escape and survive to keep the Arrow squad safe from
a shadowy enemy. By the author ofShield of Winter. 75,000 first printing.

Declaration of Courtship
A PSY/CHANGELING NOVELLA from the New York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope, Shield of Winter, and Heart of
Obsidian Predatory desire becomes a sensual game of control A dominant changeling wolf, SnowDancer lieutenant Cooper
is not known for his patience. But when it comes to courting the shy, sexy woman he wants in his life and in his bed, he’ll
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have to use every ounce of control in his body to keep both man and wolf in check…at least until he convinces Grace he
only bites a little. One of the most submissive wolves in the SnowDancer pack, Grace knows nothing can come of her
sensual fascination with big, bad, beautiful Cooper. He might possess her over and over in erotic dreams that leave her
aching for the rough heat of his touch, but she knows that in reality, he is far too dangerous for her to handle. Then Cooper
decides to change all the rules… Includes a preview of the Psy/Changeling novel Heart of Obsidian! Declaration of Courtship
previously appeared in Wild Invitation

Revisiting India's Partition
Just when Tarlan is about to give up on the prophecy that he is one of the triplets destined to bring peace to the land, he
meets his long-lost brother Gulph and sister Elodie, as well as their supporters, and they travel together to make a final
stand against Lord Vicerin in an attempt to end the Thousand Year War and unite the realms.

The Psy-Changeling eBook Collection
Seventeen-year-old Cassie Morgan lives with a time bomb (a.k.a. her stepfather, Dino Cavalli). To the public, Dino is a worldrenowned violin player and composer. To Cassie, he's an erratic, self-centered bully. And he's getting worse: He no longer
sleeps, and he grows increasingly paranoid. Before, Cassie was angry. Now she is afraid. Enter Ian Waters: a brilliant young
violinist, and Dino's first-ever student. The minute Cassie lays eyes on Ian she knows she's doomed. Cassie thought she
understood that love could bring pain, but this union will have consequences she could not have imagined. In the end, only
one thing becomes clear: In the world of insanity, nothing is sacred.

A Kingdom Rises
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh dives beneath the surface of her Psy-Changeling world into a story of
passionate devotion and selfless love Security specialist Bowen Knight has come back from the dead. But there's a ticking
time bomb in his head: a chip implanted to block telepathic interference that could fail at any moment--taking his brain
along with it. With no time to waste, he should be back on land helping the Human Alliance. Instead, he's at the bottom of
the ocean, consumed with an enigmatic changeling. Kaia Luna may have traded in science for being a chef, but she won't
hide the facts of Bo's condition from him or herself. She's suffered too much loss in her life to fall prey to the dangerous
charm of a human who is a dead man walking. And she carries a devastating secret Bo could never imagine. But when Kaia
is taken by those who mean her deadly harm, all bets are off. Bo will do anything to get her back--even if it means striking a
devil's bargain and giving up his mind to the enemy
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Heart of Obsidian
A race with phenomenal powers of the mind. Human-animal shifters reviled for their passionate natures. Hostility simmers
between them—along with hidden, passionate hunger—in the stunning Psy-Changeling novels. Discover the first five books
in the series that introduced the New York Times bestselling author who Christine Feehan called “a major new talent.” Slave
to Sensation Visions of Heat Caressed by Ice Mine to Possess Hostage to Pleasure

Rebel Hard
This collection explores the continuing cultural, political, and social impact of the Partition on India, Pakistan, Bangladesh,
and in the South Asian diaspora. It focuses on neglected areas in the existing scholarship on the subjects--themes as well as
regions within South Asia--that illustrates Vazira Zamindar's idea of a "Long Partition."

Bonds of Justice
Since the moment of her defection from the PsyNet and into the SnowDancer wolf pack, Sienna Lauren has had one
weakness. Hawke. Alpha and dangerous, he compels her to madness. Hawke is used to walking alone, having lost the
woman who would've been his mate long ago. But Sienna fascinates the primal heart of him, even as he tells himself she is
far too young to handle the wild fury of the wolf. Then Sienna changes the rules and suddenly there is no more distance,
only the most intimate of battles between two people who were never meant to meet. Yet as they strip away each other's
secrets in a storm of raw emotion, they must also ready themselves for a far more vicious fight A deadly enemy is out to
destroy SnowDancer, striking at everything they hold dear, but it is Sienna's darkest secret that may yet savage the pack
that is her home and the alpha who is its heartbeat

Nalini Singh: The Psy-Changeling Series
A PSY-CHANGELING NOVELLA BY THE AUTHOR OF SHARDS OF HOPE AND SHIELD OF WINTER "THE ALPHA AUTHOR OF
PARANORMAL ROMANCE" (Booklist) New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh returns to her phenomenal PsyChangeling world as a woman in peril finds herself in the arms of a dangerously beautiful shapeshifter… San Francisco is
under threat from a violent gang…a gang that has no idea who they’re challenging. The DarkRiver pack of leopard
changelings has already claimed the city as their territory, and they will fight with wild fury to protect its residents. Emmett,
a lethally trained leopard soldier, isn’t about to let outsiders muscle in on his home ground—especially when they target a
human named Ria. Emmett has one word for the smart stranger with her curvy body and tough spirit: mine. Possessive,
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dominant, unyielding in his demands and desires, Emmett is unlike anyone Ria has ever before met. But while the sexy
leopard changeling makes her body ignite, his kisses molten and his touch addicting, she’s no pushover and she has a few
demands of her own. This leopard has met his match… Whisper of Sin previously appeared in Burning Up Praise for Nalini
Singh’s Psy-Changeling Series “A must-read for all my fans.” —#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan “Not
to be missed.”—Lora Leigh, #1 New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh loves writing about alpha heroes devoted to
the women they claim as their own. Strong and intelligent, her heroines are more than capable of tangling with these
protective, possessive, (and occasionally infuriating) men. Nalini lives and works in beautiful New Zealand. You can find out
more about her and her books at her website, where you can also read free short stories and deleted scenes from the New
York Times bestselling Psy-Changeling and Guild Hunter series.

Allegiance of Honor
The first in a brand-new story arc in Singh's "New York Times"-bestselling series. At a time when the fledgling Trinity Accord
seeks to unite a divided world, there is no room in Silver Mercant's life for wildness and chaos. But that's exactly what
Valentin Nikolaev, alpha of the StoneWater Bears, brings with him.

Institutional Racism in Psychiatry and Clinical Psychology
A collection of short stories from the Psy-Changeling universe Discover even more of Nalini Singh's world of breathtaking
passion This collection contains four novellas, two of which have never been previously published.

Visions of Heat
New York Times bestselling author Nalini Singh takes us on a new adventure in this next novel of the Psy-Changeling Trinity
series The end of Silence was supposed to create a better world for future generations. But trust is broken, and the alliance
between Psy, Changeling, and human is thin. The problems that led to Silence are back in full force. Because Silence fixed
nothing, just hid the problems. This time, the Psy have to find a real answer to their problems--if one exists. Or their race
will soon go extinct in a cascade of violence. The answer begins with an empath who is attuned to monsters--and who is
going to charm a wolf into loving her despite his own demons.

Ocean Light
Issues of trust come attached to almost every human interaction, yet few people realise how powerfully their ability to
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determine trustworthiness predicts future success. David DeSteno's cutting-edge research on reading trust cues with
humanoid robots excited widespread media interest. In The Truth about Trust, this renowned psychologist shares his
findings and debunks numerous popular beliefs. From education and business to romance and dieting, this book offers new
insights and practical takeaways that will change how readers communicate and make decisions.

Lord of the Abyss
“The alpha author of paranormal romance” (Booklist) draws us back into her extraordinary Psy-Changeling world, a world
torn between violence and peace, passion and ice Assassin. Soldier. Arrow. That is who Vasic is, who he will always be. His
soul drenched in blood, his conscience heavy with the weight of all he’s done, he exists in the shadows, far from the hope
his people can almost touch—if only they do not first drown in the murderous insanity of a lethal contagion. To stop the
wave of death, Vasic must complete the simplest and most difficult mission of his life. For if the Psy race is to survive, the
empaths must wake… Having rebuilt her life after medical “treatment” that violated her mind and sought to suffocate her
abilities, Ivy should have run from the black-clad Arrow with eyes of winter frost. But Ivy Jane has never done what she
should. Now, she’ll fight for her people, and for this Arrow who stands as her living shield, yet believes he is beyond
redemption. But as the world turns to screaming crimson, even Ivy’s fierce will may not be enough to save Vasic from the
cold darkness…

Burning Up
Nalini Singh returns to the Psy/Changeling world as a woman without a past becomes the pawn of a man who controls her
future Dev Santos discovers her unconscious and battered, with no memory of who she is. All she knows is that she's
dangerous. Charged with protecting his people's most vulnerable secrets, Dev is duty-bound to eliminate all threats. It's a
task he's never hesitated to complete until he finds himself drawn to a woman who might yet prove the enemy's most
insidious weapon. Stripped of her memories by a shadowy oppressor, and programmed to carry out cold-blooded murder,
Katya Haas is fighting desperately for her sanity itself. Her only hope is Dev. But how can she expect to gain the trust of a
man who could very well be her next target? For in this game, one must die
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